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Is the biological and human health disaster that occurred during the 
late 19th century in the jungles of Central America being repeated on 
a global scale in Mexico and Southeast Asia in the early 21st 
century?  What lessons have been ignored from the health disaster 
that occurred in the Isthmus of Panama or the thin strip of land 
connecting the North and South American Continents? Also how do 
the deaths of 22,000 humans in the jungle of Central America from 
1880 to 1900 have an application on a smaller scale to your human 
body and optimum and balanced health?

Investigating and answering these questions thereby connecting the 
dots related to these questions provides the reader an important
insight and perspective.  The pivotal  awareness of what occurred in 
the jungle of Central America opens a pathway for the reader on how 
to take preventative steps to ward-off the symptoms of high fever 
and respiratory distress associated with the condition known as the 
flu.

The Vatican and European nobility were aware by the early 15th 
century that a canal needed to be constructed somewhere in Central 
America so sailing vessels would have a direct access to the West 
Coast of the North and South American continents.  Without a canal 
all merchant marine activities had to be routed around and through 
the treacherous waters between the South American Continent and 
the South Pole.  French entrepreneurs, corporations and engineers 
determined the optimum location for canal was a small piece of 
tropical jungle between the North and South American continents 
that was owned by the country of Columbia.

Construction of a canal began 1880 and over the next 20 years the 
French created an absolute and unmitigated failure and disaster on 
every level of the effort and operation.  Over 22,000 French workers 
and local citizens died from high fevers, shivering, vomiting, 
convulsions, internal bleeding, headaches, jaundice, slow heart beat, 
joint pain, anemia, kidney damage, delirium and coma.  These 
symptoms were given the names of malaria and yellow fever.  
Interestingly, before the French arrived, the local Columbian citizens 
did not suffer from the above maladies.  And even more interesting, 



the American work force that replaced the Frenchmen in 1903 to 
complete the construction of the canal initially suffered the above 
maladies but then the negative health conditions ceased altogether.

What did the French do or not do that the local Columbian citizens 
and the Americans did or did not do?   Neither the reader nor Mr. 
Watson need to ask Sherlock Holmes to answer this rudimentary 
question.  The French dumped all of their paper, metal, wood,
human and kitchen wastes into the normally free flowing pools,
creeks and streams around the worksite.  Within a year of the 
French arrival, the sewer clogged pools, creeks and streams 
became highly toxic and deadly pits of disaster. The key aspect of 
the constant dumping of human and kitchen waste into the stagnant 
pools, creeks and streams was the high concentration of the toxins 
in the water.  Because the water was either stagnant or flowing at a 
very slow pace, the percentage of toxins present in the water were,
at the very least, equal to and, at the very most, higher than the 
normal chemical elements of Hydrogen and Oxygen in the water.  
However, had the pools, creeks and streams been flowing at their 
normal rate and not dammed by the large solid wastes dumped into 
the water by the French, the percentage of toxins would have been 
much less.  

The condition of stagnation allowed the toxins to build to their
highest percentage levels.  Does the water in a new and unused 
human toilet bowl grow biological organism such as bacteria and 
viruses? Definitely not.  Biological organisms only grow and flourish 
in the stagnant water of a toilet that has not been flushed with fresh 
water and containing human waste.  Biological organisms cannot 
grow in fresh running and flowing water.  By 1883, the pools, creeks 
and streams of the Isthmus of Panama had become one big toilet 
bowl in need of rapidly-flowing gargantuan flushes.  The growth and 
presence of biological organisms are symptoms and not causes of 
stagnant waste water.

Before the French arrived the female mosquito labeled as Anopheles 
landed in the fresh water creeks and streams before departing to 
draw blood from animals and humans.  However, the local food 

sources for the human population of the Isthmus of Panama most 
likely contained substances that made most human blood 
unattractive to the female Anopheles mosquito.  When the 
mosquitoes did draw blood from a human, the only substance on 
their bodies was the fresh and flowing waters of the pools, creeks 
and streams.  The only symptom a human would and does have 
from a mosquito that has had contact with fresh flowing water is an 
annoying bump on the skin where the needle-like spear of the insect 
has punctured through to the blood vessel.   

The French did not notify the mosquitoes or any insect species that 
their natural-water landing grounds were significantly contaminated 
with high concentrations of toxins.  But even if the French had 
alerted the mosquitoes, they and all the other insect species would 
have continued to come in contact with liquids in the pools, creeks 
and streams.  The toxins placed into the pools, creeks and streams 
did not also contain the local natural food sources that repel the 
mosquitoes, thus the flying insects wallowed in the muck and goo 
with no side effects to their biological systems.

The mosquitoes in the Isthmus of Panama during the late 19th 
century landed on toxic pits with stagnated water created by the 
French.  After departing the polluted and stagnant waters, the next 
stops for the female Anopheles mosquitoes were moving "bags of 



water."  The water flowing inside of these mobile "bags of water" was 
almost but not quite stagnant.  The name for these mobile "bags of 
stagnant water" is homo sapiens or human beings with the 
subcategory label of "French."

The natives of France who migrated to the jungle of Central America 
in the late 19th century did not adapt their diet and cooking methods 
to the local food sources therefore their blood was very attractive to 
the female Anopheles mosquito.  Local citizens of the Isthmus of 
Panama who adopted the French diet also became attractive to the 
mosquitoes. The French diet and lifestyle with high fats, sugars, 
caffeine, nicotine and alcohol promoted the condition of improper 
water hydration or outright dehydration.  The French in the 19th 
century, like so many persons in the 21st century, were not aware 
that one must drink fresh pure water to flush out the stagnant water 
within one's body. 

Today a majority of the human population believes the only 
important aspect of improper water hydration or dehydration is the 
lack of water.  The second most important aspect of improper water 
hydration and dehydration is the stagnation of the water caused by 
the reduced flow of the water within the bag of water called a 
human being.  The symptoms of stagnated water in a toilet in need 
of flushing or a mobile bag of water called a human being are the 
initiation and growth of biological organisms.  

No stagnant water = No biological organisms
Rapidly flowing fresh water = No biological organisms

Biological organisms only exist in a type of water
that is in a stagnant and toxic state

After the highly contaminated female Anopheles mosquito departed 
the toxic pits in the clogged pools, creeks and streams, they landed 
on another stagnant water pit that did not contain toxic chemicals
called homo-sapiens.  As the needle-like projectile of the mosquito 
penetrated the skin and entered a blood vessel, the insect drew 
blood but most importantly they unintentionally deposited a highly 
concentrated and contaminated dose of toxins into the blood stream.  

Therefore the Frenchmen, who dumped their wastes into the pools,
creeks and streams of Central America, became extensions of their
liquid trash pits they created as the concentrated toxins deposited by 
the mosquitoes spread throughout their bodies that were filled with 
stagnant water.  Biological organisms such as bacteria and viruses 
proliferated in the stagnant water of the Frenchmen.  Like the pieces 
of metal and wood in the pools, creeks and streams of the Central 
American jungle, the proliferating biological organisms in the blood 
vessels and tissues further impeded the needed and proper flow of 
liquids in the body. 

The moral of this story:  What goes around, comes around -- both 
metaphorically and literally.

The very few Frenchmen who intuitively drank proper amounts of 
water, flushed the toxins and the accompanying biological organisms 
from their bodies.   The moving water within their bodies did not 
allow the toxins and biological organisms to disrupt the functions of 
the various cells in their bodies.  Hence, those individuals either had 
no symptoms or experienced mild symptoms of fever, vomiting, 
diarrhea, headaches, internal bleeding etc.  Also any human who is 
not properly hydrated or is outright dehydrated while carrying toxins 
and biological organisms in their water stagnant bodies are the 
perfect carriers and transmitters.  The toxins and biological 
organisms exude from their sweat glands, saliva and the fine mists 
generated from coughing and sneezing.  However, the dehydrated, 
water stagnated and contaminated carriers are only a threat to other 
"bags of water" (humans) that have reduced water flow and 
stagnated water in their tissues.  The dehydrated, water stagnated 
and contaminated carriers do not pose a threat to "bags of water"
(humans) that are properly hydrated and have water rapidly flowing 
through their bodies.

A guidepost for proper hydration is one's urine is not quite but almost 
clear and does not have pungent odor.  The darker the urine and the 
more pungent the odor - the more one is dehydrated.  Regretfully 
most of the humans on planet Earth are excreting mid to dark yellow 



pungently smelling urine as their bodies are full of stagnant water 
thus waiting vessels for various kinds of toxins and biological 
organisms.

But what biological dynamics occurred in those persons who were 
not properly hydrated or outright dehydrated? In the late 1990s, 
traditional-trained scientists discovered that every human, animal 
and plant cell is covered with a sheath of the chemical element 
named Phosphorous.  The Phosphorous sheath surrounding a 
biological cell functions as a regulated gatekeeper for substances 
entering into the inner components and dynamics of a biological cell.  
In 2009, traditionally-trained virologists and scientists have not 
published any scientific papers on how biological organisms even 
interact with a Phosphorous sheath nevertheless how bacteria or 
viruses disturb or breakthrough a Phosphorous sheath.  However, an 
analysis of the chemical element of Phosphorous gives us insight on 
how to logically determine the biological dynamics that occur when a 
cell's Phosphorous sheath is either supported or disrupted.  

Phosphorous is the 15th chemical element on the traditional table of 
the chemical elements.  A Phosphorous sheath also covers the 
human organ known as the nervous system.  The substance known 
as DNA is made mostly of Phosphorous.  The cellular component 
named the Mitochondria is made from compounds of Phosphorous.  
A special kind of Phosphorous compound can absorb light particles 
from the Sun or a lamp and transmute the light particles into a 
different wave length of light.  This ability is known as 
Phosphorescent or Fluorescent or possessing an inner light source.

When Phosphorous is isolated with no other chemical elements 
present, this dynamic element makes a hissing noise and disappears 
from this dimension.  Phosphorous can only maintain a presence in 
this dimension by compounding with another chemical element.  
Interestingly, the Phosphorous compounds in DNA, the Mitochondria 
and the sheaths surrounding biological cells and the nervous system 
have just enough of the chemical element of Oxygen so the 
Phosphorous remains in this dimension.  The tenuous balance 

between the Phosphorous and Oxygen around, and in, a biological 
cell is critical to the life and maximum function of the cell.

Structured distilled water with only the chemical elements of 
Hydrogen and Oxygen completely and utterly support the 
Phosphorous sheaths surrounding biological life forms.  Toxins with 
chemical elements such as Arsenic, Lead, Mercury, Uranium, etc. 
will disrupt the delicate balance of the Phosphorous and Oxygen in 
the sheaths surrounding a biological cell. High doses of toxins can 
cause immediate disruption or poisoning but the doses deposited by 
a contaminated mosquito in a human body that is not properly 
hydrated can take several days to disrupt the Phosphorous sheaths. 
However, once the toxins have imbalanced the Phosphorous 
sheaths on enough cells, flushing the toxins and biological 
organisms with fresh water is mostly ineffective.  Proper water 
hydration is a pivotal preventative step but most often is not a 
means of recovering or curing a person once a certain threshold of 
Phosphorous sheaths have been imbalanced by the toxins.

A human body that is not properly hydrated or outright dehydrated 
will automatically use heat to remove the toxins hence the first 
symptom is a fever.  But some forms of the flu do not have high 
fever. The most sensitive, tenuous and delicate Phosphorous 
sheaths in the human body are located in the lungs therefore the 
next symptom is the breathing of individual is impaired.   As the 
Phosphorous sheaths are imbalanced at various locations in the 
body, symptoms such as headaches, internal bleeding, diarrhea and 
vomiting will occur.

The very first objective for the Americans when they took over the 
construction of the Panama Canal in 1903 was to blow-out and clean 
up the toxic pits.  The arduous effort returned fresh water flow to the 
pools, creeks and streams, thus the toxins engulfing the work and 
living areas were flushed out.  The Americans also cut the brush and 
grass surrounding pools and also poured oil into the pools to reduce 
the mosquito population.   Further, the Americans installed metal 
screens on all doors and windows of buildings.  And finally, the 



Americans provided copious amounts of quinine water to any and all 
persons living in the Isthmus of Panama.  

Quinine water is made from the bark of the Quinquina tree.  The 
website WiseGeeks states:

"Because of its physical properties, quinine becomes 
fluorescent when exposed to ultraviolet light. This means 
that quinine water, placed under an ultraviolet light, will 
glow as though it has its own internal light. In fact, quinine
is so sensitive that it will turn slightly fluorescent even 
when exposed to normal sunlight..."

The fluorescent state of Quinine water indicates it is loaded with the 
chemical element of Phosphorous therefore drinking the glowing
nectar returns and/or strengthens balance and proper function to the 
Phosphorous sheaths surrounding the cells of the body. Wonder of 
all wonders, golly and gee whiz -- the Americans did not get sick and 
die by 1908 while finishing the construction of the Panama Canal.

A similar disaster was created when the soldiers of World War I were 
continually exposed to toxic chemical weapons.  The initial waves of 
chemicals made the soldiers sick but as the poisoning episodes
continued their bodies developed high tolerances to the chemicals.  
When the conflict ended the highly-contaminated, dehydrated and 
water stagnant soldiers returned home to their dehydrated and 
water-stagnant families who did not have the built-up tolerance 
levels to the chemicals.  A thorough statistical study has revealed 
that most of the Americans who died in the Flu Pandemic of 1918 
were actually the relatives of soldiers returning from the toxic and 
contaminated battlefields of France and Germany.

Another disaster occurred after the United States contaminated most 
of the air in the North American continent with above ground nuclear 
bomb tests.  High radiation doses blanketed the dehydrated and 
water-stagnant human population for about 15 years.  The Uranium 

based toxins disrupted the various Phosphorous sheaths in the 
organs of millions of individuals.  Each bodily contamination was 
unique therefore the maladies manifested in different forms, but 
again, the radiation poisoning, like most contaminants, disrupted the 



delicate Phosphorous sheaths in the lungs.  The disease outbreak 
known as Polio, caused by radiation poisoning and dehydration was 
responsible for  the deployment of a device known as the "Iron 
Lung."  The radiation toxins caused the dehydrated bodies to initiate 
and grow biological organisms such as bacteria and viruses. No 
radiation toxins and no dehydrated bodies equals no biological 
organisms.

The combination of various kinds of stagnant water, toxins, radiation
and dehydration were the causes of the health disaster in Panama, 
the 1918 Pandemic in America, and the Polio crisis in the 1950s.
The toxins also included the poisonous chemical element of Mercury 
in various kinds of vaccines.  The initiation and growth of biological 
organisms such as bacteria and viruses were the symptoms of the
dehydration, stagnant water and the various toxins inside millions of 
individuals.  

Horrifyingly the small and contained health disaster by the French in 
the jungles of Central America in 1880 has now been duplicated on a 
very grand and humongous scale in the country of Mexico and the 
region of Southeast Asia and southern China by American and 
European corporations.

Numerous industries such corporate swine farms had strict 
guidelines regarding waste management while operating in the 
United States.  The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) 
allowed the corporations to move to Mexico while fully knowing that
Mexican laws did not require strict waste management.  "Swine 
swamps" with massive stagnant pools of pig feces, dead carcasses 
and pesticides now dot and blight the countryside of Mexico.  The 
out-of-control corporate pig farms are only just a small portion of 
the toxins being dumped by the lethal league of American 
corporations on Mexican soil. The deadly toxins are generating and 
growing exponentially.

The female Anopheles mosquito was the exclusive carrier of the 
human waste toxins in Panama but the dump sites in Mexico and 

Southeast Asia contain blended, synthesized and more powerful and 
deadly poisons  Transporting these lethal mixtures into human 
bodies is not limited to just a certain species of insect.  Therefore, 
like the mosquitoes of Panama in 1880, the highly contaminated 
insect and rodent population is now depositing a swath of death and 
destruction on the dehydrated and water-stagnant citizens of Mexico. 

The Frenchmen dying in the tropical jungle of Central America could 
only contaminate their fellow Frenchmen living in Panama.  But, 
autos, ships and planes transport the "toxic bags of contaminated 
water" (human beings) to anywhere on the globe thus the current 
health disaster is not just confined to Mexico.  Until Mexicans,
Americans, Canadians and all of Earth's inhabitants demand the 
U.S. and European corporations clean up their mess, we are all 
figuratively and literally in deep do do.  The same deadly business 
practices are being conducted in the countries of Southeast Asia and 
Southern China.  And once more, the contaminated and toxic insects
and rodents are also depositing a swath of death and destruction on 
the dehydrated and water-stagnant population of the Far East and
beyond to any location on the Earth.



However, a vulnerable species that has been the most impacted by 
the poisoning of our environment by the corporations is avian or 
birds.  But the corporation monster blames and uses birds and pigs
as scapegoats for the health disaster of the early 21st Century and 
beyond.  Placing emphasis and attention only on birds, pigs &
viruses diverts the public from discovering and acting upon the true 
cause of environmental poisoning and pollution on the most massive 
scale in human history.  As the contaminated insects and rodents of 
Mexico and Southeast Asia deposit toxins into the dehydrated "bags 
of water" (human beings), the corporate news media craftily chooses 
when to ramp-up or pull back on coverage of the deaths and 
sicknesses.  The corporate news media uses the up-and-down 
waves of mass media coverage as a means of manipulating and 
instilling fear and panic in the public.  But the waffling news media 
distractions and the frightened general public do not impact the flight 
and bite of the contaminated insects and rodents in Mexico and 
Southeast Asia.

Like the doughboys of World War I, persons over 45 years old have 
been exposed to a steady dose of environmental toxins over several 
generations.  The nuclear bomb radiation poisons rained down on
the baby boomers has dissipated since the mid-1960s.  The 
continued exposures to low doses of chemicals have created high 
tolerance levels to chemicals within the bodies of the baby boomers 
and their parents. However, as the dehydrated and water-stagnant
population under 40 years old is assaulted by the potent toxins from 
Mexico and Southeast Asia, their bodies do not have the tolerance 
levels of their parents and grandparents. A disaster is afoot.

The quinine in the water dispersed in Panama in the early 20th 
century had a concentration of about 300 parts per million.  Today, 
one cannot purchase water with such a high level of quinine.  
However there are other compounds, herbs and substances that 
function in a similar or even superior manner as quinine.  Beside 
proper water hydration, one can reap great benefits by consuming or 
absorbing colloidal silver, oil of oregano, and organic powdered

licorice, cat's claw, shiitake mushrooms, St. John's Wort, lemon 
balm, olive leaf, astragaius, ginger, garlic, onion, eucalyptus, fulvic 
acid and quinine.  All of these preparations and herbs promote the 
cleansing flushes of the blood vessels and tissues while also 
supporting the cellular Phosphorous sheaths.  Bottom Line --
Prevention is the best medicine.  Your prevention starts with that 
next glass of structured and pure distilled water and daily doses of 
herbs, oils and colloids.

Mike Adams of the Internet Website Natural News wrote the 
following on May 18, 2009 related to the Swine Flu and the Center 
for Disease Control (CDC).

"H1N1 influenza (swine flu) has spread beyond the ability 
of the CDC to track it, leading one of its health authorities 
(Daniel Jernigan) to admit that 100,000 Americans are 
likely already infected by the swine flu. The CDC has only 
"confirmed" 4,714 cases of the flu so far, but by its own 
admission, the CDC's testing lab is so hopelessly 
overloaded that it has all but abandoned trying to identify 
every case of swine flu.  All it can do now is estimate the 
likely number of infections through statistical modeling. 
That modeling essentially says that swine flu is already at a 
pandemic stage, and it will eventually infect anywhere 
from one-third to one-half of the world population, 
depending on whose figures you believe."

But what entities infect the 100,000 victims? The CDC only zeroes in 
on the numbered virus H1N1 but does not mention whatsoever that 
viruses must have a toxic and stagnant water base to spawn, grow 
and reproduce. Does the CDC investigate, analyze and categorize 
the toxic chemical elements holding and supporting the viruses? If 
the CDC completes such tasks, they do not share their protocols,
findings and results with the news media nor the general public. 
Why? Because such revelations would expose the corporate toxic 
waste pits in Mexico, Southeast Asia and other locations.  But most 



likely the CDC does not make the effort to analyze the toxic and 
stagnant water base of any virus therefore keeping the public 
ignorant and dumb downed to protect corporate interests and
murderous wrong doings.

The CDC, virologists and the traditional science community do not 
inform the public of what entity is truly and realistically responsible 
for the disrupting and unbalancing the Phosphorous sheath of a 
human cell. Why?  Because there are no reliable and accurate 
scientific techniques, technologies or instruments that can determine 
and prove what entity (toxin or virus) is the responsible culprit for 
disrupting and harming any functions of a biological cell. Logic 
dictates that the tenuous Phosphorous and Oxygen compound of the 
sheath surrounding the cell would probably be disrupted by the 
chemical elements in toxins rather than the chemical elements in 
viruses.  

Traditional science has proven that isolated chemical elements such 
as Arsenic, that do not contain viruses, cause havoc to the functions
of the cell.  Therefore the chief suspects in this Sherlock Holmes 
investigation into the causes of the symptoms of any kind of Flu are 
chemical elements rather than viruses.  Professional chemists can
iron-clad prove the interactions of chemicals and how one chemical 
influences another chemical or a chemical compound.  A human can 
visually track how Arsenic and other toxic chemicals react with a cell.

The theory and again the author emphasis the theory that viruses 
are the cause of diseases was postulated in the 1930s.  A theory 
remains a theory and does not elevate to a scientific fact or a law 
until the theory is proven to be true by rigid traditional scientific 
methods.  What rigid scientific methods have proven a virus 
influences, disrupts,  or alters in any manner the cell's Phosphorous 
sheath? No such scientific proof exists to elevate the virus from the 
level of a theory to the level of a fact or law.  But a learning junior 
high school chemistry student can thoroughly and completely
demonstrate and prove chemical reactions.

The Americans completely wiped out fewer, respiratory problems, 
vomiting, diarrhea, etc. without the virus theory, virologists, masks, 
antibiotics, antibodies and the CDC in Panama between 1903 to 
1908. Every crucial step had something to do with controlling and 
administering chemicals and water such as flushing the toxic 
pools and dispensing quinine water. Humans must heed the lessons 
learned and duplicate the tried and true methods used during the
Panama Canal crisis to identify the real problems and take the most 
direct and appropriate actions to eliminate the dire consequences.

North Carolina based corporation Smithfield Foods, a world leading 
pork producer and legally hounded by environmental groups in the 
U.S. courts, fled to the lax ecological laws in Mexico to reduce their
costs generated by waste management. The Associated Press
reported the following related to Smithfield's operations near the 
town of La Gloria in the mountains of Veracruz, Mexico on May 20, 
2009:

"Scientists are returning next week to La Gloria, a pig-
farming village in the Veracruz mountains where Mexico's 
earliest confirmed case of swine flu was identified. They 
hope to learn where the epidemic began by taking fresh 
blood samples from villagers and pigs, and looking for 
antibodies that could suggest exposure to previous swine 
flu infections...More than half of La Gloria's 3,000 
residents fell ill with flu symptoms weeks before the new 
virus was identified.  Many found it hard to breathe, 
burned with fever and ached all over. About 450 of the 
sickest residents were diagnosed with acute respiratory 
infections and sent home with antibiotics and masks."

The symptoms suffered by the residents of La Gloria are the 
identical symptoms experienced by the French workers building the 
Panama Canal between 1880 and 1900.  Are the narrowly directed 
efforts to search for antibodies by the scientists another cover-up for 
the insects and rodents spreading the deadly toxins generated by 



the Smithfield Foods swine swamps?  There does not seem to be 
any relief or resolution in sight as long as the American corporations
are allowed to pollute, contaminate and poison the environment of 
Mexico at will with no regard for human life.

However there is now a safe and non-invasive method to support 
and cleanse human cells. Brian David Andersen has created an 
entire new way to absorb vitamins, minerals, nutrients and herbs into 
the body.  As stated before a Phosphorous sheath envelopes every 
living biological cell.  Andersen logically concluded that the only state
of matter that transits through Phosphorous sheaths are light 
particles.  All biological entities are simple yet profound vehicles of 
light particle transmutation and transformation.

The Phosphorous sheaths covering your cells function as light 
particle gatekeepers or regulators and only absorb the light particles 
emitting from the basic structures of the vitamins, minerals, nutrients 
and herbs. Your cells will only absorb the light particles of the 
chemical elements needed by the cells and all other light particles 
must be eliminated or removed from your body.

The vitamins, minerals, nutrients and herbs in whole and raw foods 
break down into basic structures that emit proper light particles that 
are absorbed at maximum levels into your cells. The fibers and 
materials not absorbed by your cells are easily eliminated and 
removed from your body with proper water hydration.

Vitamins, minerals and nutrients in pill, powder, gel and liquid forms 
that have been separated from whole and raw foods and ingested 
into the stomach and liver make inferior basic structures that emit 
improper light particles that are absorbed at minimum levels into 
your cells. Vitamin C in an orange fruit is absorbed by your cells at a 
maximum level. Vitamin C in a pill, powder or liquid form absorbs 
into your cells at a minimal level because your digestive system 
interprets the isolated and unnatural Vitamin C as a foreign and 
unknown substance. The materials in a Vitamin C pill or any other 
vitamin or mineral pill, powder, gel or liquid not absorbed into your 

cells are eliminated and removed with great difficulty from your body 
even with proper water hydration.

But what if the molecules of the chemical elements in a Vitamin C pill 
are vortex intensified in a very natural manner so the light particles 
are absorbed into your cells at a maximum level without you orally 
consuming the Vitamin C pill or any other vitamin, mineral, nutrient
or herb? The light particles of the vortex intensified vitamins, 
minerals and nutrients would bypass the digestive system and not 
cause stress on the excretion systems while being eliminated from 
your body. Would you be interested in receiving proper and 
regulated light particles of vitamins, minerals, nutrients and herbs in 
pill, powder, gel or liquid forms with maximum absorption at 
tremendous cost savings and no stress on your body?

Introducing Vibrational Nutrition

Vitamins, minerals, nutrients and special kinds of herbs are placed in 
the Tri-Vortex Treatment Chamber have much different smell and 
taste from identical items not treated by the Tri-Vortex Chamber.
The improved smell and taste of the treated vitamins, minerals,
nutrients and herbs are an indication that the molecules are moving 
in a coherent manner. Previous to treatment by the novel Tri-Vortex 
Chamber, the molecules of the vitamins, mineral, nutrients and 
herbs were in chaos therefore they had a strong and pungent odor 
and taste. Your level of health, vitality and energy is dependent 
upon what degree the molecules in your water and solid food are 
functioning in a coherent structured and dynamic manner.

The Tri-Vortex Treatment Chamber uses one-of-a-kind graphics 
and computer generated electromagnetic fields to create light 
particle coherency, stimulation and expansion.  The fields or auras of 
the concentrated light particles moving in structured manner are 
extended three to five inches beyond the actual physical molecules 
of the vitamin, mineral, nutrient and herb.  The most important task is 
to place then extend field or aura of the nutrient to close proximity of 
your physical body. 



Proof Is In the Testing

When vitamins, minerals, nutrients and herbs treated by the Tri-
Vortex Chamber are placed adjacent to a glass of smooth  smelling 
and tasting structured distilled water for 20 minutes to two hours, the 
taste of the water has a tangy texture as compared to the very 
smooth smelling and tasting distilled water treated by a normal Tri-
Vortex Product. The tangy taste is caused by the light particles of 
the vitamins, minerals, nutrients and herbs being held by the distilled 
water. However, and most importantly, the tangy texture taste 
dissipates from the distilled water over a period of two hours 
because there are no Phosphorous molecules in the distilled water 
to absorb the light particles emitted from the vitamins, minerals and 
nutrients treated by the Tri-Vortex Chamber. 

The treated vitamins, minerals, nutrients
and herbs are first placed into  two plastic
one-inch square sealed baggies. The 
double plastic bagged vitamins, minerals, 
nutrients and herbs are then placed into a 
variety of containers that are worn on the 
body.  The basic container is a black velvet 
bag that can be worn on a neck rope or 
chain or inserted into any clothing pocket or 
sock.  Or the double plastic bags are 

inserted into amulets and lockets made of stainless steel, sterling 
silver and gold that also can be worn on a neck rope or chain or 
inserted into any clothing pocket.  Before or after purchasing a Tri-
Vibes pouch, the individual can choose their own container.  
However for maximum results, the container should be treated in the 
Tri-Vortex Technology treatment chamber and that service is 
available at an extra charge. Tri-Vibes are potent and versatile to 
meet the needs of you and your family.

The second component of Tri-Vibes is the person wears a snap 
band or a magnetic wrap on the right ankle.  The person can also 
were any kind of item or jewelry on the right ankle that has been 

treated in the Tri-Vortex Technology chamber. The double plastic 
bags of vitamins, minerals, nutrients and herbs, best worn anywhere 
on the left side of the body and the right ankle item, create the 
proper spin for light particle absorption. However, the double bags 
of vitamins, minerals, nutrients and herbs can be worn anywhere on 
the body with very positive results.  But, a strong left spin motion is 
created when the plastic bags are located on the left side of the body 
and the ankle item is worn on the right side of the body. 

The Tri-Vibes, containing miniscule yet 
very potent and proper amounts of 
vitamins, minerals, nutrients and herbs, do 
not have to be placed directly on the body 
to work but must be placed no more than 
one inch from the skin to be effective. Tri-
Vibes are active and effective for a 
minimum of five years.  Try a smell & taste 
test by placing an untreated liquid across 
the room.  Hold a second glass of the same 
liquid in your right hand for 60 seconds 
and be amazed at the difference in the 
smell and taste.

The totally safe and effective Tri-Vibes can 
be applied directly to an area of discomfort or pain. Or the Tri-Vibes
pouch or amulet can be simply wrapped in a tissue or paper towel 
and attached to the wrist, ankle, and chest or throat area by paper 
tape. The Tri-Vibes can be worn 24 hours a day and seven days a 
week because the light particles not absorbed by your cells will 
simply dissipate from your body over a two hour period. However, 
the minimum application to the body for maximum absorption of the 
light particles of the vitamins, minerals, nutrients and herbs is two 
hours.

A moving liquid creates an electromagnetic field therefore the blood 
and water in your body must transit at a rapid rate to create proper 
electromagnetic fields. The light particles emitted by the potent Tri-



Vibes are guided and distributed throughout your body by the 
electromagnetic fields of your entire body. The dynamic circulation 
of the blood and water in your body is dependent upon the level of 
hydration or the amount of structured distilled water you drink.  For 
more information on the relationship of electromagnetic fields, blood 
and water flow and structured water, read the 56-page booklet by 
Brian David Andersen titled Super Hydrate & Charge Your Cells.  
The booklet is available free as a PDF file and a printed version can 
be purchased. Go to http://trivortex.com/Super-Hydrate.pdf

Any cell in your body can absorb the light particles emitted from the
one-of-a-kind Tri-Vibes that are held by the liquids in your body or 
being guided and distributed by the electromagnetic fields of your 
body.  Again, the Phosphorous sheaths surrounding the cells of 
your body will only allow in miniscule amounts of light particles in the 
vitamins, minerals, nutrients and herbs that are essential and 
needed by the cells to function properly.

A distributor of Tri-Vortex Technology (female) had a severe life 
threatening form of cancer.  She and her doctors placed the 
cancerous condition into remission by various means and therapies
that  did not include Tri-Vortex Technology.  The Medical Doctor 
treating the Tri-Vortex Technology distributor had the patient 
complete a special kind of blood test every three months that 
indicated the levels of nutrients in the body.   The test places a small 
sample of a vitamin in the blood and, if the culture of the vitamin 
does or does not grow and expand, determines the level of the 
vitamin in the blood.  The Tri-Vortex Technology distributor was
orally taking high doses of vitamins and minerals but every blood test 
indicated her body was not absorbing the vitamins and minerals.    

She decided on their own with no knowledge or prompting from any 
other person to stop taking the vitamins and nutrients orally.  She 
only wore the Tri-Vibes items on her body for three months and then 
laboratory completed the quarterly blood test that amazed the 
Medical Doctor.  All the patient's vitamin levels in the blood were 
pegged at the very top levels of the measurements.  During the initial 

three months of wearing the Tri-Vibes, the patient also drank 
copious amounts of structured distilled water.

SpectraCell Laboratories conducted the blood tests that were 
researched and developed a the University of Texas.  A small clinical 
study is being assembled to prove conclusively the effectiveness of 
the Tri-Vibes.  Blood samples of persons from different age groups 
who both take and do not take vitamins orally will be tested before
and after wearing the Tri-Vibes.  The results of the clinical trial 
should be published sometime in the spring of 2010.

The reader must remember that the Tri-Vibes are an entirely new 
and revolutionary means of absorbing vitamins, minerals, nutrients 
and herbs.  Even though there are small amounts of each vitamin, 
mineral, nutrient and herb in the Tri-Vibes, the light particles emitted 
and circulated throughout the body by the electromagnetic fields of 
the body are more than enough to provide proper levels of 
absorption.  The Phosphorous sheaths of the cells only accept and 
transit those light particles of the vitamins, minerals, nutrients and 
herbs that are needed by the cell to maintain proper balance and 
function.

Ingredients Vibrating From the Tri-Vibes

14 Seaweeds – including Kelp and Ascophylum  
Vitamins – A, B, C, D, E & K Al Natural
Minerals – All Basic, Essential, Land, Sea based Minerals -
Special Supplements – Hyaluraonic Acid & Chromium Picolinate, 
Colloidal silver & Oil of Oregano
Vegetable & Food Extracts Including
Kyoliic, Aloe Vera, Agaricus & Reishi Mushrooms, Super Greens, 
Noni, Chinese Blood Herbs, Super Algae, Grape Seed Extract
Nutrients
Black Strap Molasses, White Powder Gold, Co Enzyme Q-1 & Co 
Enzyme Q-10, Lecithin, 
Additional Supplements: Bromelain, D Acetyc L Cystiane, Beta 
Carotine, Reversitol & Curcamin (Tumeric) with Black Pepper.



Herbs placed in the Tri-Vibes that promote the cleansing flushes of 
the blood vessels and tissues while also supporting the cellular 
Phosphorous sheaths are organic powdered licorice, cat's claw, 
shiitake mushrooms, St. John's Wort, lemon, lemon balm, olive leaf, 
astragaius, ginger, garlic, onion, eucalyptus, fulvic acid, quinine and 
Anise Star. 

As stated before the Phosphorous sheaths of the lungs are the most 
fragile and delicate cells of the human body therefore they become 
disrupted due to a wide variety of negative conditions and diseases.  
Numerous clinical studies have proven that an electrical condition 
known as negative ions assist in keeping the lungs clear of various 
challenging influences. 

The reader is introduced and welcomed to the Air Tamer wearable 
air purifier that is now available as a unique Tri-Vortex Technology
treated item.  The Air Tamer is visually pleasing, compact, 
ergonomically designed and easily and silently concealed.  The Air 
Tamer without the novel Tri-Vortex Technology enhancement is 
used by those who suffer from allergies and chemical sensitivities.

The Air Tamer uses negative ion 
technology to create a stream of 
purified air that immediately 
surrounds the upper portion of one's 
body.  Now you can benefit from 
cleansing your airspace with 
negative ions that have been 
enhanced by the novel Tri-Vortex 
Technology. Try wearing the Tri-
Vortex Technology  treated Air 
Tamer when experiencing symptoms 
of a cold, flu, or migraine headache 
and while having lung, throat or 
sinus congestion.  The user will be 
impressed and amazed.

Do you want to relax and wind down? Inhale 22 deep cleansing 
breaths while wearing the Tri-Vortex Technology enhanced Air 
Tamer. The Air Tamer is ideal for keeping your personal space
clean and Tri-Vortex Technology enhanced when traveling by 
airplane, train or bus.  The Tri-Vortex Technology enhanced Air 
Tamer is the best available air purification at any price with 
outstanding quality.

Enjoy clean air no matter where you are with this discreet, MP3 
player-sized ionic air purifier. It reduces airborne pollutants, smoke, 
viruses and allergens within a three-foot breathing space, making it 
ideal for airplane travel. Superior to a HEPA filter, it cleans down to 
atomic-sized particles (0.3 microns) without fans or motors. Operates 
22 days on one coin cell battery (five batteries included with your 
order).  The CR2032 lithium cell batteries can be purchased on the 
Internet at E-Bay and in your local department store.

The unique ions of the Tri-Vortex Technology enhanced Air Tamer
change the smell and taste of any liquid or solid food such as wine 
and fish. Go to the Tri-Vortex Technology website for directions on 
how to conduct various kinds of smell, taste, stretch and pain relief 
tests to prove that the items treated in the Tri-Vortex Technology 
chamber really work.  Also browse the impressive research page
and other pages for more information related to additional items.
http://trivortex.com  & http://trivortex.com/research.html.  The double 
plastic bags of the Tri-Vibes can be easily and securely placed 
under the belt clip of the Air Tamer so one can receive the double 
benefits.

The user will continue to receive benefits by wearing the Tri-Vortex 
Technology treated Air Tamer with the Tri-Vibes even if the unit is 
turned off.  The Tri-Vibes vibrate the light particles of the vitamins, 
minerals, nutrients and herbs regardless if the Air Tamer is on or off.  
Both the ions emitting from the Air Tamer and simply touching the 
metal belt clip or the plastic of the Air Tamer next to a liquid or solid 
food will improve the smell and taste therefore also the absorption.


